
• Do some research and find out what herbs
are native to Oklahoma, or that you can
find in Oklahoma to use in herbal/medicinal
teas. What are these herbs primarily used
for? Where can you find them?

• Make a list of all the herbs
you can find in Oklahoma
and what you, or someone
in your family, could use
them for.
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Student Activity:

In these lessons we will explore the some of the traditional plants that
are used by Potawatomi people for health and wellness. The plants
mentioned are just a small sample of the ones easily found around
Oklahoma and are also available at health food stores in the bulk herb
section if you don’t know where they grow in nature.

Did you know you can use herbs to create your own healing herbal tea
blends? To do this you can use a mortar and pestle, coffee filters, string,
tags, and plastic baggies.

How to make a medicine tea bag: Take herbs you want to combine for a
specific symptom i.e.- does your grandma have diabetes and/or dry skin?
Smash the herbs you want to combine using your mortar and pestle.
Pour the smashed herbs into a coffee filter and tie them up to create a
medicinal tea bag. Label the tea bag with how it helps/what it cures/who
it is for. Store the tea bag in a plastic baggie.

The saying that ‘the dose makes the poison’ precisely describes how too
much of anything can be bad for us and the ancient rule to ‘firstly, do no
harm’ is, to this day, held as the one of the most important instructions
by all practitioners of traditional herbal medicine. So, not only are we
careful to do our best to use the right herbs but, equally, we take care
to not give too much of them or use them too long. A simple tip to
remember: Use about 1/2 – 1/3 as much dried herbs when compared to
fresh herbs because dried herbs are more potent.


